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Abstract

A new implicit continuous-fluid Eulerian (ICE) scheme for simulating a wide range of transient and steady, inviscid

and viscous compressible flows on unstructured finite elements is presented. This new computational fluid dynamics

scheme, termed the pressure-corrected ICE-finite element method (PCICE-FEM), represents an advancement in mass–

momentum coupled, pressure-based schemes. The governing hydrodynamic equations for this scheme consist of the

conservative forms of the momentum balance (Navier–Stokes), mass conservation, and total energy equations. The

PCICE-FEM scheme is developed as a predictor–corrector scheme by performing a fractional-step splitting of the semi-

implicit temporal discretization of the governing equations into an explicit predictor phase and a semi-implicit pressure-

correction phase coupled by a pressure Poisson solution. The result of this predictor–corrector formulation is that the

pressure Poisson equation is provided with sufficient internal energy information to avoid iteration with the semi-

implicit pressure-correction equations. The PCICE-FEM scheme combines a modified form of the two-step Taylor–

Galerkin FEM scheme as an explicit predictor for the fractional momentum equations and a time-weighted FEM

method for the semi-implicit form of the mass conservation and the total energy equations. The PCICE-FEM scheme

employs flux-corrected transport (FCT) as a high-resolution filter for shock capturing. The ability of the PCICE-FEM

scheme to accurately and efficiently simulate a wide variety of flows from nearly incompressible to highly compressible

is demonstrated.

� 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Generally, semi-implicit pressure-based schemes for compressible flow require an iterative process to

satisfy conservation of mass and energy requirements. Most pressure-based schemes first solve the pressure

Poisson equation with information from an explicit (predicted) momentum balance solution. A correction
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of mass and momentum is then determined with the new pressure field obtained from the pressure Poisson

solution. The energy equation is then explicitly advanced in time with the new mass, momentum, and

pressure. However, the new energy solution is generally not consistent with mass, momentum, and pressure
because information from the new energy solution was required for full coupling of the energy equation

with the pressure Poisson equation. Therefore, the updated (corrected) values of mass, momentum, and

energy are then used to re-solve the pressure Poisson equation. A new pressure field is computed, from

which, a new set of pressure corrected conserved variables are then determined. This iterative process

continues until simultaneous convergence on pressure, mass, and energy is achieved.

We present a new computational fluid dynamics (CFD) scheme developed for compressible flows that

improves upon previous pressure-based methods in terms of accuracy and numerical efficiency with a wider

range of applicability. Based on the implicit continuous-fluid Eulerian (ICE) scheme originally developed
by Harlow and Amsden [1,2], a new algorithm, termed the pressure-corrected implicit continuous-fluid

Eulerian (PCICE), is combined with the finite element method (FEM) spatial discretization scheme to yield

a new semi-implicit pressure-based scheme for compressible flows named the PCICE-FEM scheme [3]. In

the PCICE algorithm, the total energy equation is sufficiently coupled to the pressure Poisson equation

through the equation of state to avoid iteration between the pressure Poisson equation and the pressure-

correction equations. Both the mass conservation and total energy equations are explicitly convected with

the time-advanced explicit momentum solution to provide the pressure Poisson equation with the time-

advanced internal energy information it requires. At the end of a time step, the conserved values of mass,
momentum, and total energy are all pressure-corrected. As a result, the iterative process discussed above is

not required. This aspect is advantageous when computing transient flows that are highly compressible and/

or contain significant energy deposition.

The PCICE algorithm is composed of three phases: an explicit predictor, an elliptic pressure Poisson

solution, and a semi-implicit pressure-correction of the flow variables. The pressure, momentum, and

density variables in the governing hydrodynamic equations are treated implicitly. Hence, the formulation is

referred to as semi-implicit. The three implicit variables are directly coupled by substituting the momentum

balance equations into the mass conservation equation to eliminate momentum (or mass flux) as an un-
known. This substitution is known as mass–momentum coupling. The time rate of density change in the

mass conservation equation is then expressed in terms of pressure and energy by employing the equation of

state. These substitutions result in a single second-order elliptic differential equation in terms of pressure

(pressure Poisson equation). Thus, the scheme is termed pressure-based. The solution of the pressure

Poisson equation effectively solves the mass conservation and momentum balance equations simulta-

neously. This semi-implicit treatment has two advantages over explicit schemes. First, the acoustic com-

ponent from the explicit time step size stability criteria is removed. This eliminates the time integration

stiffness that results from slow flows in small computational cells, such as those found in viscous boundary
layer discretizations. The second advantage is that the pressure obtained with this semi-implicit treatment

corrects the momentum to satisfy mass conservation requirements. This, in theory, allows incompressible

flows to be simulated with compressible flow equations. This type of scheme can then be used to simulate

any flow from nearly incompressible to supersonic.

The PCICE-FEM scheme incorporates a combination of the two-step Taylor–Galerkin FEM scheme,

developed by L€ohner et al. [4], and a time-weighted FEM scheme for the semi-implicit governing equations

to achieve second-order temporal differencing. Second-order spatial differencing is accomplished by linear

unstructured finite element discretization (although strictly speaking, linear unstructured finite elements are
spatially second-order only on uniform meshes). For simplicity, this study illustrates the PCICE-FEM

development on two-dimensional flow fields. Linear triangular finite elements are used exclusively for the

finite element formulations as they are easily generated on domains with complex geometries, they can be

easily adapted to minimize error in the solution, and they can be integrated exactly, which eliminates the

need of time consuming quadrature integration. The PCICE algorithm could be used with any appropriate
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spatial differencing and high-resolution schemes. However, the explicit two-step Taylor–Galerkin FEM [4]

combined with flux-corrected transport (FCT), termed the FEM-FCT scheme [5,6], is used as the basis for

the explicit predictor phase of PCICE-FEM scheme because of its ability to accurately simulate strong
transients (shock wave propagation) involving complex geometries. The PCICE-FEM scheme extends this

capability. It also excels on steady-state simulations, including steady-state viscous flows, and is applicable

over a much wider Mach number range than the FEM-FCT scheme while maintaining the ability to ac-

curately simulate strong transients.

Expressing the time rate of density change in terms of pressure and energy with the equation of state

results in a non-symmetric coefficient matrix for the pressure Poisson equation. For the PCICE-FEM

scheme, the preconditioned bi-conjugate gradient stabilized (Bi-CGSTAB) iterative method [7] is used to

solve the pressure Poisson equation because of its ability to solve a non-symmetric system of equations and
for its smooth convergence. A new Jacobi preconditioner is developed for Bi-CGSTAB based upon the

coefficient matrix for the pressure Poisson equation. This new preconditioner has proven to be very efficient

for Bi-CGSTAB, requiring only 4–7 iterations to achieve a reduction of four orders of magnitude in the

relative error for pressure change.

After stating the governing hydrodynamic equations to be modeled, a complete derivation of the PCICE

algorithm is presented. This will include temporal discretization of the governing hydrodynamic equations

and the derivation of the three computational phases of the PCICE algorithm. The algorithmic develop-

ment is followed by an FEM description of the spatial discretization and solution of the three computa-
tional phases to complete the development of the PCICE-FEM scheme. The final section presents some

solution results and observations regarding this new scheme. These simulations will illustrate the entire

range of applicability of the PCICE-FEM scheme, from the near incompressible to highly compressible

flow regimes. They include steady and transient, inviscid and viscous simulations. A basis for accuracy is

established by simulating flow for which there are known solutions.
2. Governing hydrodynamic equations

The governing hydrodynamic equations considered here are the compressible Euler (inviscid) and Na-

vier–Stokes (viscous) equations. They are defined in two-dimensional, conservative differential form as

oU
ot

þ of
ox

þ og
oy

¼ ofv
ox

þ ogv
oy

þ Q; ð1Þ

or in compact conservative differential vector form as

oU
ot

þ ~r �~F ¼ ~r �~F v þ Q: ð2Þ

U is the column vector of the conservative variables given by

U ¼
q
q~u
qet

8<:
9=; ¼

q
qu
qv
qet

8>><>>:
9>>=>>;;

where q is density, u and v are the x and y components of the velocity vector ~u, and et is the specific total

energy. In terms of conserved variables, qu and qv are the momentum components and qet is the total

energy. The advective flux vector, ~F in Eq. (2), is defined by its components f and g as
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f ¼

qu
qu2 þ P
quv
quht

8>><>>:
9>>=>>; g ¼

qv
quv

qv2 þ P
qvht

8>><>>:
9>>=>>;;

where ht is the specific total enthalpy, defined by

ht ¼
qet þ P

q
; ð3Þ

and P is the pressure. The viscous flux vector, ~F v in Eq. (2), is defined by its components fv and gv as

fv ¼

0
sxx
sxy

usxx þ vsxy � qx

8>><>>:
9>>=>>; gv ¼

0
sxy
syy

usxy þ vsyy � qy

8>><>>:
9>>=>>;;

where sxx, sxy , and syy are the components of the viscous stress tensor and qx and qy are the components of

the heat flux vector. Q in Eq. (2) is the column vector of source terms.

While the PCICE algorithm is not restricted to any specific equation of state, the ideal gas equation of

state is used throughout the development of the PCICE-FEM scheme for it�s simplicity and functional

dependence on density and energy,

P ¼ ðc� 1Þqe ¼ qRcT : ð4Þ

In Eq. (4), e is the specific internal energy, Rc is the gas constant per unit mass of the fluid, and T is the

absolute temperature.
3. The PCICE-FEM scheme

In the late 1960s, Harlow and Amsden [1,2] developed the ICE scheme as an ‘‘all speed’’ method. It was
the first approach that removed the acoustic component from the Courant stability limitation for com-

pressible flows. For nearly incompressible flows, the ICE scheme essentially reduces to the MAC scheme

[8,9]. The original ICE scheme has served as the basis for a number of CFD algorithms and computer

programs.

What separates the PCICE-FEM scheme from the original ICE scheme and most other semi-implicit

pressure-based schemes is that the full conservative set of governing hydrodynamic equations are solved in

predictor–corrector form. Generally, only the momentum equations are solved in this form. The predictor–

corrector form of the PCICE algorithm is developed by splitting the implicit and explicit terms of the semi-
implicit temporal discretization of the governing hydrodynamic equations into an explicit predictor phase

and a semi-implicit pressure-correction phase. These two phases are coupled by the solution of a pressure

Poisson equation formed of a strong mass–momentum coupling and somewhat weaker energy coupling.

The strong mass–momentum coupling is obtained by substituting the semi-implicit momentum balance

equations into the semi-implicit mass conservation equation. The weaker energy coupling is obtained by

using an explicit predictor for mass and total energy to express the time rate of density change (in the mass

equation) in terms of pressure and energy (through the equation of state). The explicit predictor phase

provides the pressure Poisson equation with a sufficient amount of time-advanced information to avoid an
iterative solution procedure with the semi-implicit pressure-correction phase.
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The development of the PCICE-FEM scheme begins with the semi-implicit temporal discretization of

the PCICE algorithm. From this temporal discretization, the derivations of the explicit predictor equations,

the pressure Poisson equation, and the semi-implicit pressure-correction equations is then presented.
Following these derivations, the finite element spatial discretization, the application of artificial dissipation,

and the solution procedures for the three computational phases are given.
3.1. The PCICE algorithm

The ICE coupling procedure eliminates the time-advanced momentum as an unknown. The time-ad-

vanced density term is eliminated by employing the equation of state to express density in terms of pressure

and energy. Given the general functional form of the equation of state for a compressible fluid, P ¼ f ðq; eÞ,
the differential form with respect to time t is

oP
ot

¼ oP
oq

� �
e

oq
ot

þ oP
oe

� �
q

oe
ot

: ð5Þ

With Eq. (5), a thermodynamic relationship is defined that can be solved for the density change to

eliminate time-advanced density from the pressure Poisson equation. However, the second term on the

right hand side of Eq. (5) introduces a time rate dependency on energy. Unfortunately, direct coupling
of the conservation form of the total energy equation with the pressure Poisson equation, through the

equation of state, is not possible with a semi-implicit scheme because there is no way to eliminate total

enthalpy as an unknown in the convective flux term of the total energy equation. To circumvent this

problem, the PCICE algorithm incorprates an explicit predictor for total energy to provide Eq. (5)

with time-advanced energy information to give the pressure Poisson equation the energy information it

requires.
3.1.1. Temporal discretization of the governing hydrodynamic equations

Applying a time-weighted method on the convective fluxes of Eq. (2), the semi-implicit temporal dis-

cretization of the governing equations for the PCICE algorithm are as follows:

for the conservation of mass equation

qnþ1 ¼ qn � Dt~r � uðq~uÞnþ1
h

þ ð1� uÞðq~uÞn
i
þ Dtsn; ð6Þ

for the balance of momentum equations,

ðq~uÞnþ1 ¼ ðq~uÞn � Dt~r � q~u
�

�~u
�nþu

� Dt~r u�P
h

þ ð1� uÞPn
i
þ DtT n

m þ Dt~dn; ð7Þ

and for the conservation of total energy equation,

ðqetÞnþ1 ¼ ðqetÞn � Dt~r � uðq~uÞnþ1�ht
h

þ ð1� uÞðq~uÞnhnt
i
þ DtT n

e þ Dtin: ð8Þ

In Eqs. (6)–(8), s, ~d, and i are the mass, momentum, and total energy sources, respectively. Tm is the

components of the viscous stress force and Te is the viscous heat and heat conduction terms. In Eq. (7), �P is
an approximation of the time-advanced pressure which will be defined in Section 3.1.3 Similarly, the

approximation of the time-advanced total enthalpy �ht in Eq. (8) will be defined in Section 3.1.4 The

superscripts n and nþ 1 denote values at the beginning and the end of a time step, respectively. The time-

weighting parameter u varies between 0.5 and 1.0 and when u ¼ 0:5, the convective fluxes are exactly time-

centered. Dt is the incremental time step size. An explicit temporal discretization of the momentum
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convective flux is required for this semi-implicit formulation. The superscript nþ u on the momentum

convective flux term of Eq. (7) denotes an explicit intermediate time of t ¼ tn þ uDt. The PCICE-FEM

scheme addresses this term with a modified form of the two-step Taylor–Galerkin FEM scheme [4] (see
Section 3.2.1).
3.1.2. The explicit predictor phase

Derivation of the explicit predictor phase equations begins with the momentum balance equations. The

explicitly time-advanced momentum is then used in the time-weighted convective fluxes of the explicit

predictor equations for mass conservation and total energy. The explicit predictor for momentum balance is

Eq. (7) without the time-weighted pressure gradient term. This is the fractional-step form described by

Chorin [10] and employed by Harlow and Amsden [2] in the original ICE scheme. The form differs slightly
here as the convective flux terms are explicitly time-weighted instead of being evaluated at time tn. The
explicit terms in Eq. (7) are collected to form

dðq~uÞ ¼ �Dt~r � q~u
�

�~u
�nþu

þ DtT n
m þ Dt~dn: ð9Þ

dðq~uÞ represents an explicit change in the momentum components for a given time step Dt defined by

dðq~uÞ ¼ ðq~uÞ� � ðq~uÞn; ð10Þ

where ðq~uÞ� is the explicit time-advanced momentum approximation. The asterisk * superscript indicates

explicit time-advanced values without the application of artificial dissipation.
The explicit predictor equation for mass conservation is formed by collecting the explicit terms resulting

from mass–momentum coupling. Rewriting Eq. (7) in terms of Eq. (9) yields

ðq~uÞnþ1 ¼ ðq~uÞn þ dðq~uÞ � Dt~r u�P
h

þ ð1� uÞPn
i
: ð11Þ

Substituting Eq. (11) into the implicit convective mass flux term of Eq. (6) yields a precursory form of the

pressure Poisson equation,

qnþ1 ¼ qn � Dt~r � udðq~uÞ
h

þ ðq~uÞn
i
þ Dtsn þ uDt2~r � ~r u�P

h
þ ð1� uÞPn

i
: ð12Þ

Collecting the explicit mass conservation terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (12) yields the explicit

predictor equation for mass conservation,

dq ¼ �Dt~r � udðq~uÞ
h

þ ðq~uÞn
i
þ Dtsn; ð13Þ

where dq is the explicit change in density for a given time step Dt. dq is defined by

dq ¼ q� � qn; ð14Þ

where q� is the explicit time-advanced density.

The explicit predictor equation for total energy is chosen to be analogous to the explicit predictor for

mass conservation. The explicit convective flux for total energy is obtained by multiplying the time-
weighted mass flux by the total enthalpy at time tn. The explicit total energy equation includes the terms for

viscous heating, heat conduction, and energy source, all at time tn. This explicit equation is written as

dðqetÞ ¼ �Dt~r � udðq~uÞ
h

þ ðq~uÞn
i
hnt þ DtT n

e þ Dtin; ð15Þ
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where dðqetÞ is the explicit change in total energy across a time step Dt. dðqetÞ is defined by

dðqetÞ ¼ ðqetÞ� � ðqetÞn; ð16Þ

where ðqetÞ� is the explicit time-advanced total energy.

The PCICE-FEM scheme is subject to numerical oscillations of the flow variables in regions of large
solution curvature. The explicit predictor phase of the PCICE-FEM scheme concludes with an explicit

application of artificial dissipation, or smoothing, of the conserved variables. From this point on, the

explicit time-advanced solution variables will be denoted as ~q, fq~u, and fqet with the tilde~indicating that the

explicit solution variables from Eqs. (10), (14), and (16) have been smoothed with an artificial dissipation

method. Upon smoothing,

ðq~uÞ� ! fq~u; q� ! ~q; ðqetÞ� ! fqet: ð17Þ

Adding artificial dissipation completes the explicit predictor phase of the PCICE algorithm. After the
explicit flow variables have been smoothed with artificial dissipation, the pressure Poisson equation is

assembled from these smoothed components. The application of artificial dissipation for the explicit pre-

dictor phase variables is covered in Section 3.2.4.
3.1.3. The pressure Poisson equation

The derivation of the pressure Poisson equation for the PCICE algorithm begins with Eq. (11) rewritten

in terms of the smoothed explicit change in the momentum components,

ðq~uÞnþ1 ¼ ðq~uÞn þ dðfq~uÞ � Dt~r u�P
h

þ ð1� uÞPn
i
; ð18Þ

where dðfq~uÞ is defined as

dðfq~uÞ ¼ fq~u � ðq~uÞn: ð19Þ

Eq. (18) is the semi-implicit pressure correction equation for momentum and is discussed in Section 3.1.4.

Substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (6) to eliminate ðq~uÞnþ1
as an unknown, yields the pressure Poisson

equation in terms of implicit density and pressure,

qnþ1 � qn ¼ �Dt~r � udðfq~uÞ�
þ ðq~uÞn

�
þ Dtsn þ uDt2~r � ~r u�P

h
þ ð1� uÞPn

i
: ð20Þ

For Harlow and Amsden�s [2] original ICE scheme, the equation of state neglected the dependence of
pressure on internal energy. Therefore, only time-advanced pressure was introduced into the pressure

Poisson equation with the equation of state substitution. However, direct incorporation of Eq. (5) into the

pressure Poisson equation introduces a dependence on internal energy. If the internal energy term of Eq. (5)

is addressed at time tnþ1, then an iterative procedure between the pressure Poisson equation and the semi-

implicit governing equations has to be implemented. Westbrook [11] addressed this problem with the de-

velopment of a generalized ICE scheme for combustion simulations where the equation of state allows for

the pressure dependency upon internal energy and chemical kinetics to be taken into account. His iterative

ICE scheme compares the time-advanced pressure obtained from the pressure Poisson equation to the time-
advanced pressure computed from the equation of state to determine convergence. On the other hand, if the

internal energy variables of Eq. (5) are sufficiently predicted (as with our PCICE algorithm), the iterative

procedure may be avoided.

For simplicity, we will employ the ideal gas equation of state, Eq. (4), in the general form of Eq. (5) to

express the left-hand side of Eq. (20) in terms of pressure. Differencing Eq. (5) in terms of temperature, yields
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Pnþ1 � Pn ¼ RcT̂ ðqnþ1 � qnÞ þ Rcq̂ðT nþ1 � T nÞ: ð21Þ

The terms with the hat character^in Eq. (21) denote state variables that may be at any time level between

tn and tnþ1.

The procedure developed for the PCICE algorithm is to replace the implicit energy, expressed in Eq. (21)

by T nþ1, and the state variables with the explicit predictor variables. The implicit pressure Pnþ1 then be-

comes a linear combination (hybrid) of implicit density and explicit variables. It is convenient to maintain

Harlow and Amsden�s original ICE notation for the hybrid pressure variable. Eq. (21) in terms of the
hybrid pressure �P then becomes

�P � Pn ¼ RcT̂ ðqnþ1 � qnÞ þ Rcq̂ð~T � T nÞ; ð22Þ

where the state variables are defined in the time-weighted manner consistent with the PCICE algorithm,

T̂ ¼ u~T þ ð1� uÞT n

and

q̂ ¼ u~qþ ð1� uÞqn:

At this point, a decision must be made whether to express the dependent variable of the pressure Poisson

equation as the time-advanced hybrid pressure or as a pressure change. For the PCICE algorithm, the

change-in-pressure form was chosen for ease in applying Dirichlet boundary conditions in the iterative
Poisson solver (see Section 3.3.3). Introducing the pressure change variable as

dP ¼ uð�P � PnÞ; ð23Þ

Eq. (20) is recast into the form of

qnþ1 � qn ¼ �Dt~r � udðfq~uÞ�
þ ðq~uÞn

�
þ Dtsn þ uDt2~r � ~r dPð þ PnÞ: ð24Þ

Similarly expressed in terms of dP , Eq. (22) becomes

dP
u

¼ RcT̂ ðqnþ1 � qnÞ þ Rcq̂ð~T � T nÞ: ð25Þ

Combining Eq. (25) with (24) to eliminate the density change across a time step, the final form of the

pressure Poisson equation for the PCICE algorithm is

dP

uRcT̂
� uDt2~r � ~rdP ¼ q̂

T̂
ð~T � T nÞ � Dt~r � udðfq~uÞ�

þ ðq~uÞn
�
þ Dtsn þ uDt2~r � ~rPn: ð26Þ

Eq. (26) is in terms of the one unknown dependent variable, dP . The right-hand side is constructed of

explicit terms only, so there is no need to iterate with the semi-implicit governing equations.

3.1.4. The pressure-correction equations

The pressure-correction equations for the PCICE algorithm are derived by subtracting the explicit

predictor phase equations (that are expressed in terms of the smoothed variables) from the semi-implicit

governing equations. The derivation begins by considering the semi-implicit momentum balance equations,

Eq. (18). Note that this equation is already in pressure-correction form. The only implicit variable on the

right-hand side of Eq. (18) is the hybrid pressure obtained from the solution of the pressure Poisson
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equation. By recasting Eq. (18) in terms of dP , the pressure-correction equation for the momentum com-

ponents is

ðq~uÞnþ1 ¼ fq~u � Dt~rðdP þ PnÞ: ð27Þ

The correction equation for mass conservation is derived by subtracting Eq. (13), in terms of smoothed

density ~q, from Eq. (6), yielding

qnþ1 ¼ ~q� uDt~r � ðq~uÞnþ1

�
� fq~u�: ð28Þ

Unlike the original ICE scheme [2], where the equation of state was employed to correct density, the

correction term on the right-hand side of Eq. (28) is essentially the right-hand side of the pressure Poisson

equation, Eq. (24). The correction for density given by the equation of state, Eq. (22), is essentially the left-

hand side of Eq. (24). Both of these correction approaches for density should be mathematically equivalent.

However, from a numerical standpoint, they are applied in very different manners. A correction equation

derived from an equation of state is an algebraic equation applied at a point. The correction equation given
by Eq. (28) requires spatial discretization. Both of these correction approaches for mass were evaluated for

the PCICE-FEM scheme with the correction approach of Eq. (28) giving superior results. Eq. (28) has the

advantage of satisfying mass conservation without the time-advanced energy requirements.

The correction equation for total energy is derived by subtracting Eq. (15), in terms of smoothed explicit

total energy fqet, from Eq. (8) to give

ðqetÞnþ1 ¼ fqet � uDt~r � ðq~uÞnþ1�ht

�
� fq~uhnt �; ð29Þ

where the time-advanced total enthalpy is now defined as

�ht ¼
fqet þ �P
qnþ1

: ð30Þ
3.1.5. The PCICE algorithmic steps

The algorithmic steps for the PCICE algorithm are as follows:

(1) Beginning of time step.
Explicit Predictor

(2) Explicitly determine time-weighted values of qnþu and ðq~uÞnþu
.

(3) Solve Eq. (9) for dðq~uÞ, and ðq~uÞ�.
(4) Solve Eq. (13) for dq and q�.

(5) Solve Eq. (15)for dðqetÞ, and ðqetÞ�.
(6) Apply artificial dissipation to smooth the explicit components q�, ðq~uÞ�, and ðqetÞ� to give ~q, fq~u, andfqet.
(7) Determine the smoothed explicit pressure and temperature fields, ~P (predictor for the Poisson solver)

and ~T using the equation of state.

Elliptic pressure Poisson solution

(8) Solve the pressure Poisson Eq. (26) for dP .
(9) Compute the hybrid pressure field �P from dP using Eq. (23),

Semi-implicit pressure correction

(10) Solve Eq. (27) to obtain ðq~uÞnþ1
.

(11) Solve Eq. (28) to obtain qnþ1.
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(12) Solve Eq. (29) to obtain ðqetÞnþ1
.

(13) Calculate Pnþ1 and T nþ1 and all other necessary thermodynamic variables from the equation of state.

(14) Next time step.
3.2. Explicit predictor phase finite element discretization and solution

This section discusses the finite element discretization and solution of the explicit predictor phase for the

PCICE-FEM scheme, including the application of artificial dissipation that may be necessary to stabilize

the solution.
3.2.1. Finite element discretization of the explicit predictor for the momentum balance equations

A modified form of the two-step Taylor–Galerkin FEM scheme [4] is employed in the PCICE-FEM
scheme to solve the explicit predictor equations for momentum balance. The original two-step form, which

is evaluated at tnþ1=2 ¼ tn þ Dt=2, is generalized in our modified form to be evaluated around time

tnþu ¼ tn þ uDt. The spatial discretization of the modified form is identical to the original form. Because

ðq~uÞnþu
and qnþu are needed to obtain~unþu for the momentum convective flux term of Eq. (9), the modified

first step is used to solve both the momentum balance and mass conservation equations at time tnþu.

The modified temporal discretization for the first step of the two-step Taylor–Galerkin FEM scheme is

Unþu ¼ Un � uDt~r �~F n þ uDtQn: ð31Þ

Using the same finite element spatial discretization as the first step of the original two-step Taylor–
Galerkin FEM scheme, the first step of the predictor phase for momentum is

XEU
nþu
E ¼

Z
X
½N �dXfUgn � uDt

Z
X
½~rN � � dXf~F gn þ uDtXEQn; ð32Þ

where XE is the volume of element E and Unþu
E is the time-weighted elemental solution. ½N � represents the

elemental interpolation functions associated with element E. The components of Unþu
E are

Unþu
E ¼

q
qu
qv

8<:
9=;

nþu

E

and the vector components of ~F n in the x- and y-directions are

f n ¼
qu
qu2

quv

8<:
9=;

n

gn ¼
qv
quv
qv2

8<:
9=;

n

;

respectively.

The modified temporal discretization for the second step of the two-step Taylor–Galerkin FEM scheme

is

Unþ1 ¼ Un � Dt~r �~F nþu þ Dt~r �~F n
v þ DtQn: ð33Þ

The convective fluxes of Eq. (33) at time tnþu are determined from the solution of Eq. (32). With these
elemental convective fluxes denoted by ~F nþu

e , the FEM discretized second step of the momentum balance

explicit predictor is
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X
e

Z
X
fNg½N �dXfdUg ¼ Dt

X
e

Z
X
f~rNgdX �~F nþu

e �Dt
X
e

Z
C
fNgdC~g �~F nþu

e �Dt
X
e

Z
X
f~rNgdX �~F n

v

þDt
X
e

Z
C
fNgdC~g �~F n

v þDt
X
e

Z
X
fNgdXQn

e ; ð34Þ

where C defines the boundary of the domain and ~g is the unit vector normal to the boundary. The com-

ponents of dU are

dU ¼ dðquÞ
dðqvÞ

� �
¼ qu� � qun

qv� � qvn

� �
:

The elemental vector components of ~F nþu
e in the x- and y-directions are

f nþu
e ¼ qu2

quv

� �nþu

e

gnþu
e ¼ quv

qv2

� �nþu

e

;

respectively. The vector components of the viscous flux vector ~F n
v in the x- and y-directions for the mo-

mentum balance, defined in Eq. (2), are

f n
v ¼ sxx

sxy

� �n

gnv ¼
sxy
syy

� �n

;

respectively. Qn
e are the elemental components of the momentum sources.

3.2.2. Finite element discretization of the explicit predictor for the mass conservation and total energy

equations

For the PCICE-FEM scheme, both the explicit mass conservation and the total energy equations, Eqs.

(13) and (15), are solved in the form of

dU ¼ �Dt~r �~F � þ Dt~r �~F n
v þ DtQn; ð35Þ

where dU is defined as

dU ¼ dq
dðqetÞ

� �
¼ q� � qn

ðqetÞ� � ðqetÞn
� �

:

~F � is the explicit time-weighted convective fluxes,

~F � ¼ udðq~uÞ þ ðq~uÞn
½udðq~uÞ þ ðq~uÞn�hnt

� �
¼ uðq~uÞ� þ ð1� uÞðq~uÞn

½uðq~uÞ� þ ð1� uÞðq~uÞn�hnt

� �
:

In the x- and y-directions, these convective fluxes are

f � ¼ udðquÞ þ ðquÞn
½udðquÞ þ ðquÞn�hnt

� �
g� ¼ udðqvÞ þ ðqvÞn

½udðqvÞ þ ðqvÞn�hnt

� �
;

respectively. The vector components of the viscous flux vector ~F n
v in the x- and y-directions for mass and

total energy, defined in Eq. (2), are

f n
v ¼ 0

usxx þ vsxy � qx

� �n

gnv ¼
0

usxy þ vsyy � qy

� �n

;
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respectively. Qn of Eq. (35) are the mass conservation and total energy sources. The finite element dis-

cretization of the explicit predictor equations for mass conservation and total energy isX
e

Z
X
fNg½N �dXfdUg ¼ Dt

X
e

Z
X
fNg½~rN �dX � f~F �g � Dt

X
e

Z
C
fNg½N �dC~g � f~F �g

� Dt
X
e

Z
X
f~rNgdX �~F n

v þ Dt
X
e

Z
C
fNgdC~g �~F n

v þ Dt
X
e

Z
X
fNgdXQn

e :

ð36Þ

Eqs. (34) and (36) contain boundary integrals for the convective flux vector and the viscous stress tensor.

The approach for the viscous boundary integral is the same approach employed in the two-step Taylor–

Galerkin FEM scheme [12]. This approach applies the same elemental viscous flux determined in the in-

terior of the element on the boundary face. To approximate the terms of the convective flux vector on the

boundary, the procedure for the PCICE-FEM scheme is to forward-time discretize themass conservation

and fractional momentum equations in the boundary normal direction. A discretized energy equation at the

boundary is not needed because the total enthalpy variable in Eq. (35) is at time tn.

3.2.3. Solution of the explicit predictor equations

For the PCICE-FEM scheme, Eqs. (34) and (36), are each cast in the compact symbolic form of

Mc dU ¼ R; ð37Þ

where dU is the change in explicit variables and Mc denotes the consistent mass matrix formed from

Mc ¼
X
e

Z
X
fNg½N �dX:

In Eq. (37), R is the vector of added element contributions defined by the right hand side of Eqs. (34) and

(36).

Eq. (37) can be solved efficiently with an iterative procedure developed by Donea [13] in which it is recast
as

Ml dU þMc dU ¼ RþMl dU ; ð38Þ

where Ml denotes the lumped mass matrix. In iterative form, Eq. (38) becomes

Ml dUiþ1 ¼ Rþ eðMl �McÞdUi; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;Niter; ð39Þ

where Niter is the number of iterations. Three iterations is sufficient for convergence. The parameter e is set
to e ¼ 1 for transient simulations. For steady-state solutions, the number of time steps can be reduce by

implementing residual smoothing [14]. This is accomplished by setting e to a small negative number.

Typically for steady-state simulations, e ¼ �0:1, but this value is somewhat problem dependent. A negative

e renders the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (39) diffusive. This elliptic character adds a certain
level of implicitness to Eq. (39). The maximum allowable time step can then be slightly increased. Notice

that the elliptic effect vanishes at steady-state where dU ¼ 0.

3.2.4. Application of artificial dissipation for the components of the explicit predictor phase of the PCICE-

FEM scheme

After the explicit predictor equations have been solved, artificial dissipation is applied through either a

variable diffusion method or a high-resolution scheme to smooth the non-physical numerical oscillations in

the flow variables. For the PCICE-FEM scheme, the variable diffusion is a pressure-sensed method of
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Swanson and Turkel [15] and the high-resolution scheme is an improved version of L€ohner’s flux-corrected
transport (FCT) scheme [5,6].

The Swanson and Turkel [15] artificial dissipation method incorporates a weighted combination of
Peraire�s artificial dissipation method [16] and Jameson�s classic artificial viscosity method [17]. Both

Peraire�s and Jameson�s methods incorporate a diffusion coefficient based upon the second derivative of

pressure. The pressure sensor for the method of Swanson and Turkel in finite element form [18] is

Sp ¼
P

e 2PI � PJ � PKj jP
e a PI � PJj j þ PJ � PKj jð Þ þ ð1� aÞP½ � ; ð40Þ

where a is the weighting parameter, P is the average elemental pressure, and I , J , K refers to the local nodes

numbers of element e. In a finite element context, this artificial dissipation method is applied to the con-

served flow variables with

~U ¼ U � þ CpM�1
l SpðMc

	
�MlÞfUhg



; ð41Þ

where Cp is a user specified constant typically ranging between 0.1 and 0.5.

An improvement to L€ohner�s FEM-FCT scheme [5,6] for the solution of hydrodynamic conservation
equations was developed by Georghiou et al. [19]. Georghiou uses the same high and low-order schemes

that were developed by L€ohner. However, where L€ohner employed a globally constant diffusion coefficient

of Cd ¼ 1:0, Georghiou�s modification employs a globally varying diffusion coefficient. This new diffusion

coefficient is assumed to be constant in each element and renders the low-order scheme equivalent to a first-

order upwind scheme which has the minimum amount of diffusion required to ensure monotonic results.

The form of the new elemental diffusion coefficient is

Cd ¼
Ceð1:0� CeÞ

2
: ð42Þ

In Eq. (42), Ce is the elemental material Courant number defined by

Ce ¼
j~uejDt
he

;

where j~uej is the magnitude of the elemental velocity and he is the minimum elemental length.
3.3. Pressure Poisson equation finite element discretization and solution

In this section we describe the finite element spatial discretization and solution of the pressure Poisson
equation incorporated into the PCICE-FEM scheme. The spatial discretization with the standard Galerkin

finite element method is presented and boundary conditions for the pressure Poisson equation that are

consistent with the finite element spatial discretization and the physics of the governing hydrodynamic

equations are then developed. We conclude this section with a description of the preconditioned Bi-

CGSTAB iterative method with a new Jacobi preconditioner for solving the pressure Poisson equation.
3.3.1. Pressure Poisson equation finite element discretization

The standard Galerkin finite element method discretization of the pressure Poisson equation, Eq. (26), is
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X
e

Z
X
fNg½N �dX 1

uRcT̂

� �
fdPg þ uDt2

X
e

Z
X
f~rNg � ½~rN �dXfdPg � uDt2

X
e

Z
C
fNgdC oðdPÞ

o~g

¼
X
e

Z
X
fNg½N �dX q̂

T̂
ð~T

(
� T nÞ

)
þ Dt

X
e

Z
X
f~rNg½N �dX � fðfq~uÞnþug

� Dt
X
e

Z
C
fNg½N �dCfðfqugÞ

nþug þ Dt
X
e

Z
X
fNgdXsne

� uDt2
X
e

Z
X
f~rNg � ½~rN �dXfPng þ uDt2

X
e

Z
C
fNgdC oPn

o~g
: ð43Þ

In Eq. (43), the explicit time-weighted convective mass flux is defined as

ðfq~uÞnþu ¼ udðfq~uÞ þ ðq~uÞn: ð44Þ
3.3.2. Boundary conditions for the pressure Poisson equation

The spatial integration of the pressure Poisson equation derived for the PCICE-FEM scheme results in a

set of boundary conditions that are not typically found in the governing hydrodynamic equations de-

scribing a fluid continuum. Eq. (43) contains boundary integrals requiring knowledge of the normal

pressure gradients for both the time-advanced hybrid pressure �P , in terms of dP , and the old-time pressure

Pn. These normal pressure gradients, commonly referred to as Neumann boundary conditions, are generally
unknown. Not only are they unknown, but a characteristic analysis of the governing hydrodynamic

equations for compressible flow shows that the normal pressure gradient on a boundary is never to be

specified. The characteristic analysis shows that either the pressure or the velocity (but not both, except on a

supersonic inlet) must be specified for subsonic flow boundaries. While an analysis of the governing hy-

drodynamic equations may determine what the normal pressure gradients should be near an inflow or

outflow boundary, the application of the normal pressure gradient is not a requirement to achieve a unique

solution and may be considered redundant. At a stationary solid wall where the mass flux is specified to be

zero, it can be effectively argued that the additional specification of the normal pressure gradient over-
specifies the boundary. Therefore, the correct boundary conditions for the pressure Poisson equation re-

quire the application of Dirichlet boundary conditions for dP or the specification of momentum in the

normal direction as a Neumann boundary condition.

Gresho and Sani [20,21] give an extensive discussion of the problems created with the introduction of

normal pressure gradient boundary conditions (Neumann) for incompressible flows. They state that the

Neumann boundary condition is always appropriate for the pressure Poisson equation, for both the set of

initial conditions and at solution times greater than zero. However, what they call a Neumann boundary

condition is the result of replacing the normal pressure gradient at the boundary with the normal mo-
mentum equation applied at the boundary. Thus, all of the Neumann boundary conditions in the forcing

function of the pressure Poisson equation are in terms of velocity. This is precisely the approach utilized

here for the PCICE-FEM scheme. Veldman [22] summarized this approach as ‘‘first discretize the equations

of motion, next substitute the original boundary conditions, and finally combine the discrete equations.’’

The first step in applying Gresho and Sani�s approach to constructing an appropriate set of Neumann

boundary conditions for the pressure Poisson equation is to write the semi-implicit momentum balance

equations in terms of the boundary variables found in Eq. (43). Multiplying Eq. (27) by u and substituting

Eq. (44) gives

ðq~uÞnþu ¼ ðfq~uÞnþu � uDt~rðdP þ PnÞ; ð45Þ
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where the left-hand side of Eq. (45) is written in terms of the implicit time-weighted momentum variable

defined as

ðq~uÞnþu ¼ uðq~uÞnþ1 þ ð1� uÞðq~uÞn:

Eq. (45) is now substituted into Eq. (43) to giveX
e

Z
X
fNg½N �dX 1

uRcT̂

� �
fdPg þ uDt2

X
e

Z
X
f~rNg � ½~rN �dXfdPg

¼
X
e

Z
X
fNg½N �dX q̂

T̂
ð~T

(
� T nÞ

)
þ Dt

X
e

Z
X
f~rNg½N �dX � fðfq~uÞnþug

� Dt
X
e

Z
C
fNg½N �dCfðqugÞnþug þ Dt

X
e

Z
X
fNgdXsne � uDt2

X
e

Z
X
f~rNg � ½~rN �dXfPng: ð46Þ

Eq. (46) is the final form of the discretized pressure Poisson equation for the PCICE-FEM scheme. Note

that the normal pressure gradient boundary integrals have been eliminated. The Neumann boundary

condition is now satisfied through the convective mass flux boundary integral. Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions are applied through the specification of dP . Therefore, along the boundary, either the normal com-

ponent of the implicit time-weighted mass flux, ðq~uÞnþu
, or the implicit change in pressure, dP , must be

specified in order to solve Eq. (46).

3.3.3. Solving the pressure Poisson equation with Bi-CGSTAB

The discretized pressure Poisson equation for the PCICE-FEM scheme requires the solution of a linear

algebraic system of equations in which the coefficient matrix is sparse and non-symmetric. The precondi-

tioned Bi-CGSTAB iterative method [7] is used to solve the discretized pressure Poisson equation. We
develop a Jacobi preconditioning matrix based upon the coefficient matrix for the PCICE-FEM scheme

pressure Poisson equation. With this new diagonal preconditioning matrix and exact finite element inte-

gration, no matrix storage is required by Bi-CGSTAB, only the assembly of matrix-vector dot products.

Eq. (46) may be written in the standard form of an algebraic system of equations,

Ax ¼ b: ð47Þ

In Eq. (47), x is the solution vector composed of nodal values of dP . The coefficient matrix A is defined by

A ¼
X
e

Z
X
fNg½N �dX 1

uRcT̂

� �
þ uDt2

X
e

Z
X
f~rNg � ½~rN �dX ð48Þ

and b is the forcing vector defined by the right hand side of Eq. (46).

Using van der Vorst’s [7] notation, the Bi-CGSTAB algorithm is as follows:

x0 is an initial guess;

r0 ¼ b� Ax0
q0 ¼ a ¼ x0 ¼ 1;
v0 ¼ p0 ¼ 0;

for i ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ;
qi ¼ ðr0; ri�1Þ;
b ¼ ðqi=qi�1Þða=axi�1Þ;
pi ¼ ri�1 þ bðpi�1 � xi�1vi�1Þ;

Solve y from Ky ¼ pi;
vi ¼ Ay;
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a ¼ ri=ðr0; viÞ;
s ¼ ri�1 � avi;

Solve z from Kz ¼ s;
t ¼ Az;
xi ¼ ðt; sÞ=ðt; tÞ;
xi ¼ xi�1 þ ay þ xiz;

if xi is accurate enough, then stop;

ri ¼ s� xit;
end

The initial estimate for the solution vector comes from the explicit predictor for pressure,

x0 ¼ uð~P � PnÞ. Dirichlet boundary conditions are strongly enforced on y, z, and xi. This is a simple

procedure as dP ¼ 0 (thus y ¼ z ¼ xi ¼ 0) for a constant pressure boundary.
The matrix K in the above algorithm is the preconditioning matrix. The preconditioning matrix for the

PCICE-FEM scheme is derived from the two sub-matrices of A,

Mq ¼
X
e

Z
X
fNg½N �dX 1

uRcT̂

� �
and

Kq ¼ uDt2
X
e

Z
X
f~rNg � ½~rN �dX:

The new Jacobi preconditioning matrix for the PCICE-FEM scheme is the lumped-mass form of Mq plus

the diagonal of Kq,

K ¼ Mq
l þ diagKq: ð49Þ

This new preconditioning matrix allows convergence of the Bi-CGSTAB algorithm in 4–7 iterations to

achieve a reduction of four orders of magnitude in the relative error for pressure change.
3.4. Finite element discretization and solution of the pressure-correction equations

The final phase of the PCICE algorithm is the pressure-correction of the flow variables from the explicit
predictor phase. In the PCICE-FEM scheme, the pressure-correction equations are spatially discretized

with the standard Galerkin FEM. Eqs. (27)–(29) are solved in successive order so that all of the right-hand

side terms are known nodal quantities. Thus, integration by parts is not necessary because the boundary

conditions are already satisfied and there is no problem with differentiability constraints for nodal values.

Eqs. (27)–(29) are recast in correction form as

U 0 ¼ �Dt~r �~F 0; ð50Þ

where

U 0 ¼
qnþ1 � ~q

ðq~uÞnþ1 � fq~u
ðqetÞnþ1 � fqet

8><>:
9>=>; ~F 0 ¼

u½ðq~uÞnþ1 � fq~u�
dP þ Pn

u½ðq~uÞnþ1�ht � fq~uhnt �
8><>:

9>=>;:

U 0 and ~F 0 are the correction variables and correction fluxes, respectively. Applying the standard Galerkin

FEM to Eq. (50), yields the finite element discretized correction equation,
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X
e

Z
X
fNg½N �dXfU 0g ¼ �Dt

X
e

Z
X
fNg½~rN �dX � f~F 0g: ð51Þ

To solve the discretized correction equations, Eq. (51) is cast in the form of Eq. (37) and iteratively solved
with Eq. (39).

3.5. Stability of the PCICE-FEM scheme

An in-depth stability analysis was not performed for the PCICE-FEM scheme. Typically, these stability

analyzes are performed upon linear systems of equations and are approximations at best. It was expected

that, because the two-step Taylor–Galerkin FEM scheme [4] is the basis for the explicit predictor for the

momentum balance, the coefficient in the stability criteria would remain the same. The time step size criteria
employed for the PCICE-FEM scheme is

Dt6
abhe
j~uj ð52Þ

for uP 0:5. In Eq. (52), j~uj is the magnitude of the local velocity, a is a dimensionless parameter that is

determined by a linear stability analysis, and b is a user defined factor of safety. This stability criteria works

quite well when simulating inviscid flows. A stability coefficient of a ¼ 0:5 and a safety factor of b ¼ 0:8–0:9
are the parameters used for transient inviscid simulations. The safety factor may be increased up to b ¼ 1:2
for steady-state simulations.

For viscous simulations, the same approach as above was taken to determine the stability criteria for the

PCICE-FEM scheme. Morgan and Peraire [12] based the viscous stability criteria for the two-step Taylor–

Galerkin FEM scheme upon the cell Peclet number. Removing the acoustic component, Morgan�s viscous
stability criteria gives

Dt6
abh2ecpq

2k þ j~ujhecpq
; ð53Þ

for uP 0:5. This criteria works well for low to high-speed viscous flows. For very slow viscous flows

(see Section 4.3), b must be reduced, on the order of b ¼ 0:5, as the explicit diffusion terms begin to

dominate.
4. Simulation results

To partially document the solution capability of the PCICE-FEM scheme, four simulations of inviscid

and viscous flows ranging from nearly incompressible to highly compressible are illustrated. The first two

simulations are of transient inviscid flows which demonstrate the PCICE-FEM scheme’s ability to accu-

rately propagate wave forms. The first is the classical one-dimensional shock tube problem. The second is
the Sedov blast wave problem which will test the PCICE-FEM scheme’s ability to maintain symmetry of an

infinite strength shock wave on a non-uniform mesh. The third simulation is of low-speed viscous flow

around a cylinder resulting in an oscillatory flow pattern. Finally, a high-speed, steady-state, viscous

simulation is presented for a double-throated nozzle with the flow varying from Mach¼ 0.01–2.7.

4.1. The shock tube problem

The shock tube problem is a classic test case for the validation of compressible flow schemes and codes.
It is one of the few compressible flow problems that has an analytic solution available [23] that can be
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compared to numerical and experimental results. Therefore, the shock tube problem is ideally suited to test

the PCICE-FEM scheme’s ability to accurately propagate wave forms. The problem can be characterized

by the sudden rupture of a diaphragm in a long one-dimensional tube separating two initial gas states at
different pressures and densities (see the initial conditions in Fig. 1). The state after the rupture of the

diaphragm ðt > 0Þ consists of three propagating wave structures; a shock wave propagating downstream

followed by a contact discontinuity traveling with the local fluid velocity and an expansion fan (rarefaction

wave) traveling upstream.

Fig. 1 depicts the initial conditions of the shock tube problem at time t ¼ 0:0 with a 10 to 1 isothermal

pressure drop across the diaphragm located at x ¼ 40:0 m. The two-dimensional finite element mesh for this

one-dimensional problem is constructed of a 101� 11 node structured grid arrangement with a 1.0 m

spacing.
Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate the PCICE-FEM solution for density and pressure, respectively, at a solution time

of t ¼ 0:08 s. The solutions in these plots are slightly better than those obtained with our FEM-FCT code

and required half the number of times steps. Total run time for the PCICE-FEM solution is 1.11 s with a

time step increment of Dt ¼ 1:15� 10�3 s. Total run time for the equivelent FEM-FCT solution is 1.55 s

with at time step increment of Dt ¼ 6:12� 10�4 s. Both of these simulations were timed on a 1.0 GHz AMD

K7 personal computer.

The plots in Figs. 2 and 3 were created with the nodal values of the variables taken along the center line

of the finite element mesh (y ¼ 5:0 m). The PCICE-FEM solution obtained on this uniform mesh is
symmetric about the centerline. Fig. 4 depicts the relative error between the centerline solution and the solid

wall solutions located at y ¼ 0:0 and y ¼ 10:0 m. Only in the vicinity of the shock does the relative error

approach 1.0%.

4.2. The Sedov blast wave problem

The Sedov [24] blast wave problem can be characterized as an intense point explosion in a uniform

perfect gas, initially at rest, with negligible inital pressure and finite initial density. We chose the Sedov blast
wave problem to demonstrate the ability of the PCICE-FEM scheme to simulate strong shock propagation

and to maintain solution symmetry on non-uniform meshes. Three cylindrical blast wave simulations were

performed on orthoganal triangular meshes consisting of 51� 101, 101� 201, and 201� 401 nodes (with

the same structured node arrangement shown in Fig. 1). A square domain of 1000 m sides, which results in

Dx ¼ 2Dy, was chosen to model one quadrant of the cylindrical blast wave. A large amount of internal
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Fig. 1. Initial conditions and finite element mesh for the shock tube problem.
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energy, 6.25� 1012 J, was instantly deposited in the first four elements defining a square adjacent to the

origin (2Dy high in the y-direction and Dx wide in the x-direction), so that the initial conditions are sym-

metric about the 45� line. The analytic solution for 2.5� 1013 J deposited at the origin (total of all four

quadrants) with an initial density of q0 ¼ 1:25 kg/m3 results in a shock wave location of 822.3 m from the

origin 0.15 s after the explosion is initiated.

Fig. 5 illustrates the blast wave solution (normalized to the initial conditions) computed on the 201� 401

mesh. Peak density occurs along the y-axis where the element spacing is the smallest. Symmetry appears to
be well maintained as the blast wave location along both axes is very close to the analytic location, despite

the variation in mesh spacing to time step ratio.

Solution symmetry can be further scrutinized by examining the expanded plots shown in Figs. 6 and 7 of

the shock front region. For c ¼ 1:4, the analytic solution gives the shock density to be qs ¼ 6:0q0. Fig. 6
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illustrates the comparison of the analytic density solution with the numerical density solution along the x-
axis for the three meshes. With the larger element spacing along the x-axis, the numerical solution appears

to lead the analytic solution by one or two elements. Fig. 7 compares the analytic density solution with the
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numerical density solution along the y-axis. Obviously, the numerical solution compares well with the

analytic solution due to the smaller mesh spacing and the local stability requirement in this region dictating

the global time step size.

4.3. Low-speed viscous flow around a cylinder (Von Karman vortex street)

Low Reynolds number flow around a cylinder in a cross flow is a common benchmark problem for
transient algorithms employing the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations. The problem is idealized by

an infinitely long cylinder placed in free stream flow normal to the axis of the cylinder. Beyond a critical
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Reynolds number of Re > 40 [25], the solution becomes unsteady and a periodic shedding of vortices occur,

known as the von Karman vortex street. These vortices are laminar for Reynolds numbers in the ap-

proximate range of 40 < Re < 5000.
The computational domain for the von Karman vortex street simulation is shown in Fig. 8. The inlet

boundary is located at x ¼ �5:0 m and the exit boundary is located at x ¼ 20:0 m. The boundaries located

at y ¼ �7:5 and y ¼ 7:5 m are prescribed free-slip solid walls. A 1.0 m diameter cylinder is located at

x ¼ y ¼ 0:0 m. The finite element mesh consists of 26,068 nodes and 51,786 triangular finite elements.

The flow parameters of the von Karman vortex street simulation are defined in terms of the compressible

Navier–Stokes equations. The free stream velocity is equivalent to a Mach number of M ¼ 0:05. At a free

stream temperature and pressure of T1 ¼ 300:0 K and P1 ¼ 101325:0 Pa, respectively, the free stream

velocity is V1 ¼ 17:36 m/s. For a Reynolds number of Re ¼ 100, the resulting free stream dynamic viscosity
is scaled to l1 ¼ 0:2043 (N s)/m2 over the entire domain. At the inlet boundary, the y-component of ve-

locity is set to zero. The subsonic exit boundary is specified with a pressure of P ¼ 101325:0 Pa. Adiabatic,

no-slip boundary conditions are applied at the solid wall of the stationary cylinder.

Figs. 9–11 are the flooded contour representations of the solution to the von Karmen vortex street

problem at t ¼ 4:0 s for pressure, temperature, and Mach number. The periodic oscillations in the solution

of this problem are clearly visible for each contoured variable. The pressure solution represented in Fig. 9

clearly shows the low-pressure center of each vortex propagating downstream from the stationary cylinder.

The PCICE-FEM pressure solution slightly over-predicts the stagnation pressure at the stagnation point in
front of the cylinder by approximately 19 Pa due to very slight numerical oscillations in the flow variables in

this region. The temperature solution illustrated in Fig. 10 is the most dramatic representation of the flow

field. The maximum variation in temperature across the domain is on the order of 0.25 K. With negligible

compression, this small variation in temperature must be due to viscous heating. Note that the track of the

fluid is at a higher temperature than the surrounding ambient fluid temperature of 300.0 K. As with

pressure, there is a slight over-prediction of 0.011 K for the stagnation temperature.
Fig. 8. Finite element mesh for the von Karman vortex street simulation.



Fig. 9. Von Karman vortex street pressure solution at time t ¼ 4:0 s.

Fig. 10. Von Karman vortex street temperature solution at time t ¼ 4:0 s.
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4.4. Double-throated nozzle (The GAMM problem)

The viscous double-throated nozzle simulation presented in this section originated from the 1987

GAMM workshop [26]. This problem was the second of two test cases designed with the aim of generating

strong viscous interaction phenomena in steady-state, laminar compressible flows inside a well-bounded

domain. Supersonic flow conditions are obtained in the first converging–diverging nozzle. Then the wall is

turned concave toward the second converging–diverging nozzle. It is in the middle diverging–converging
section, with partly supersonic flow conditions, that compression waves, oblique shock waves, and

boundary layer separations are expected to occur. After the second throat, the flow is allowed to expand

rapidly in the second diverging section.



Fig. 11. Von Karman vortex street Mach number solution at time t ¼ 4:0 s.
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The problem geometry and finite element mesh for the double-throated nozzle problem is shown in

Fig. 12. Only half of the mesh shown was used for the computation as there is a symmetry plane defined at

y ¼ 0:0 m. The solid wall is defined by a complex set of clamped cubic splines [26]. Dense clustering of the

linear triangular finite elements near the solid wall was performed in order to resolve the boundary layer

phenomena. This adapted mesh is the result of a single h-refinement [5] based upon variations in density.

The inlet is located at x ¼ �12:0 m and the exit is defined by the surfaces for x > 14:0 m.
The operating parameters for this simulation are defined by an inlet reservoir and an isothermal solid

wall. Reservoir conditions, or stagnation conditions, applied at the inlet were chosen to be P0 ¼ 253312:5
Pa and T0 ¼ 400:0 K with the y-component of velocity suppressed. The solid wall is defined as no-slip and

isothermal with the wall temperature set to the stagnation temperature, Tw ¼ T0. The exit boundary surfaces
are supersonic, thus they are left free and nothing is specified. The Reynolds number for this problem is set

to Re ¼ 1600, where the Reynolds number is defined [26] as
Fig. 12. Adapted finite element mesh for the GAMM nozzle simulation.
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Re ¼ q0a0L
l0

: ð54Þ

For this Reynolds number, L is the nozzle half-height located at the first throat, x ¼ 0:0 m, and is chosen

here to be L ¼ 1:0 m. In Eq. (54), a0 and q0 are the stagnation sound speed and density. These parameters

define a constant dynamic viscosity value of l0 ¼ 0:5528 (N s)/m2. The initial conditions were designed to

guarantee supersonic flow at the exit.
The PCICE-FEM solution of the double-throated nozzle simulation is depicted in Figs. 13–15 for

pressure, temperature, and Mach number, respectively. The solution incorporated FCT as the high-reso-

lution filter for shock capturing. The PCICE-FEM solution compares well with the results documented in

the GAMM workshop [26]. However, there was one exception. There are two boundary layer separation/

re-attachment regions, or recirculation bubbles. The first is located just downstream from the first throat.

This bubble is caused by an adverse pressure gradient in the first diverging section. The second recirculation
Fig. 13. PCICE-FEM pressure solution for the GAMM nozzle simulation.

Fig. 14. PCICE-FEM temperature solution for the GAMM nozzle simulation.



Fig. 15. PCICE-FEM Mach number solution for the GAMM nozzle simulation.
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bubble appears just downstream of the second throat and is due to the interaction between the impinging

oblique shock wave and the viscous boundary layer. The PCICE-FEM solution generates these recircu-
lation bubbles somewhat farther upstream than those in the documented workshop results. The PCICE-

FEM results are believed to be more accurate due to the much finer mesh employed in the recirculation

regions for this simulation than those employed by the researchers participating in the GAMM workshop.
5. Conclusions

The PCICE-FEM scheme represents an advancement in mass–momentum coupled, pressure-based
schemes. The conservative form of the momentum balance, mass conservation, and the total energy

equations are employed as the governing hydrodynamic equations for this scheme. These governing

equations are temporally discretized in a time-weighted, semi-implicit form. The PCICE-FEM scheme was

developed as a predictor–corrector scheme by employing a fractional-step splitting of the semi-implicit

temporal discretization of the governing equations. The semi-implicit equations in the PCICE-FEM scheme

were cast as an explicit predictor phase and a semi-implicit pressure-correction phase with the elliptic

pressure Poisson solution coupling the predictor–corrector phases. This predictor–corrector formulation

provides the pressure Poisson equation with sufficient internal energy information to avoid iteration with
the semi-implicit form of the governing equations. The ability of the PCICE-FEM scheme to accurately and

efficiently simulate a wide variety of inviscid and viscous compressible flows was demonstrated. The scheme

produced excellent results when simulating strong transients and maintained good symmetry on non-

uniform meshes (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2). The scheme excels on low-speed viscous transient (see Section

4.3) and viscous high-speed steady-state simulations (see Section 4.4) because of the larger time step size,

residual smoothing, and the new Jacobi preconditioning matrix developed for the Bi-CGSTAB solver.
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